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Near-term quantum computers are noisy, and therefore must run algorithms with a low circuit
depth and qubit count. Here we investigate how noise affects a Quantum Neural Network (QNN) for
state discrimination, which is applicable on near-term quantum devices as it fulfils the above criteria.
We find that for the required gradient calculation on a noisy device a quantum circuit with a large
number of parameters is disadvantageous. By introducing a new smaller circuit ansatz we overcome
this limitation, and find that the QNN performs well at noise levels of current quantum hardware. We
also show that networks trained at higher noise levels can still converge to useful parameters. Our
findings demonstrate that noisy quantum computers can be used for state discrimination and other
applications, such as classifiers of the output of quantum generative adversarial networks.

1 Introduction

cate which family the input was chosen from. To do
this the network is trained on a set of labelled data,
performing supervised learning [11]. The ideal POVM
was learned via a classical optimiser using a gradient
descent algorithm on the quantum parameters, which
correspond to the rotation gates in the quantum circuit. There are similarities between a classical unitary neural network [12] and this algorithm. It contains a layer of symmetric fully connected neurons,
followed by arbitrary numbers of non-linear layers, or
dropout layers. The non-linearity in the quantum network is introduced by measurement of some of the
qubits.

Quantum state discrimination is important in many
emerging quantum technologies: quantum cryptography [1], entanglement concentration [2], quantum
cloning [3], and quantum metrology and sensing [4,
5]. Quantum circuits trained for classification could
also be used in quantum machine learning problems as
a classifier of quantum data. They could classify the
output of other quantum circuits, e.g. the output of
a quantum generative adversarial network (GAN) [6].
Current quantum computing devices are subject to
non-negligible amounts of noise [7, 8, 9], and therefore
algorithm design for devices in the near future must
take this into account. Here we present an extension
to noisy devices of the approach for quantum state discrimination outlined in Ref. [10], a quantum analogue
of a neural network used for state discrimination. In
Ref. [10] simulations of shallow quantum circuits were
trained to find the optimal Positive Operator Valued
Measure (POVM), or measurement, to distinguish between two families of non-orthogonal quantum states.
Given an input state chosen randomly from one of
the families, the output of the network should indi-

In this work we extend the simulations done previously from pure vector states to simulations of states
represented as density matrices, so that we can model
noise in the quantum device. We also simulate calculation of the parameter gradients on the quantum
device, which would also be subject to noise in a real
machine. We find that with these extensions including the effect of noise the previous algorithm proposed
for noiseless systems no longer performs optimally. To
recover performance we reduce the number of trainable parameters through consideration of the circuit
structure.
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We then discuss the simulation methods, gradient calculation and measurement. In Section 3 we present
the results, including the effect of reducing the number of parameters and the effects of noise on training
the circuits.

the first qubit. The measurement results are then
used as the output of the neural network [10].
There are two non-orthogonal states to discriminate,
so if we wish to have a network that can be trained to
not commit any errors, we must allow for it to produce
an inconclusive result [13]. This allows the network to
give a ‘don’t know’ result as opposed to an erroneous
one. Therefore we have a minimum of three outputs,
necessitating two measurement qubits.

2 Methods
2.1 Quantum State Discrimination

The output of the network is determined by the measurement outcome. As we begin in a random configuration and are training the system, we can arbitrarily select which label a measurement outcome
corresponds to:

We wish to discriminate a two-qubit input state,
|ψin i, which in general can be represented as a normalised vector with 4 complex components. The state
is chosen randomly from two families of states, labelled a and b:
p
(1)
|ψin,a i = ( 1 − a2 , 0, a, 0),
1
1
|ψin,b i = (0, ± √ , √ , 0),
2
2

{|00i : a, |01i : b, |10i : a, |11i : inconclusive}. (4)
The choice of unbalanced labels may have an effect
upon the outcome (e.g. more errors in b states), which
could be mitigated with a choice of two inconclusive
outcomes. In general one might adapt the assignment
of measurement outcomes to labels according to the
considered specific task.

(2)

Note however that our results are expected to be
applicable also to other families of states, since the
circuit learning algorithm can be applied to general
states.
To simulate the effect of noise we use density matrices
to represent quantum states:

|0i
ρa(b) = |ψa(b) ihψa(b) |.

•

|0i

(3)

|ψin i

The value of a is drawn from a probability distribution a ∈ (0, 1] which is characterised by its mean, µa
and standard deviation, σa . Note that the b states
can take two values, depending on the sign in the second vector element; these are selected randomly, with
equal chance. Primarily these states are chosen to reproduce the work in [10] and in [13], where the state
discrimination was performed in a laboratory. Secondly, these states are non-orthogonal and can therefore not be discriminated from each other perfectly,
making the problem harder for the algorithm.

U
V1

V2

|ψin i
Figure 1: The general form of the quantum circuits used
in this work. The input state is on the bottom two qubits,
and measuring the first qubit introduces a non-linear dropout
layer. The sub-circuits U , V1,2 are shown in Figure 2.

The structure of the U and V1,2 circuit blocks is given
in Figure 2, where 2a shows the same circuits used
in [10] and 2b shows the reduced circuits introduced
here, which we will discuss in more detail below.
These circuits are small and have low-depth, so that
they can be ran on a quantum computer which supports measurement as the circuit is running and classical feedback. This requires fast measurement and
fast classical processing which is not possible in many
current systems, but has been achieved in an ion-trap
device [15], meaning this algorithm could run on a
current device.

2.2 The Quantum Neural Network
In a classical neural network some nodes are discarded
during training, which is called dropout and stops the
network from over-fitting [14]. We can also think of
dropout as the introduction of non-linearity into the
network. A network with dropout cannot be represented by any smaller, linear network, whereas a
many-layered linear network can always be reduced
to a single linear layer. Quantum evolution is unitary
and linear, so if we wish to introduce non-linearity into
a quantum neural network we need to include a measurement. Figure 1 shows the structure of the QNN,
where the choice of the second step of the circuit, V1,2
is conditioned on the outcome of a measurement on

The state discrimination task is then as follows: given
a set of randomly selected and labelled input states,
the classical optimiser must optimise the rotation angles θ1..n of the quantum circuit to maximise the likelihood of a correct determination of the state. A correct
determination is found when the measurement output
of the quantum circuit is equal to the corresponding
input state label as defined in Equation 4.
2

=
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•

(a) The U and V circuit blocks originally used in [10].

•

=
•

(b) The form of the U and V blocks with a reduced number
of parameters.

Figure 2: The circuits showing the trainable parameters, which are used in this work. Comparison of results obtained for the
circuits 2b and 2a is made in Section 3.1.

2.3 Optimisation

generalised measurement, M = |φihφ|, are given
by:
hρi = Tr(|φihφ|ρ),
(6)

Since the input states are initially labelled, the task
for the classical optimiser is a supervised learning task
[11]. The optimiser used in this experiment is Adam
[16], which has been found to work well in a number
of quantum variational algorithms [10, 17, 18, 19, 20].
It has also been shown classically that Adam deals
well with noisy gradients [21], which will be the output of our noisy quantum computer. This is possible
since Adam uses the concept of momentum, where
the gradients of past steps contribute to the current
step. Other optimisers such as RotoSolve [22] have
been proposed, and a comparison of performance can
be made in future work.

and the quantum state after measurement is given
by
|φihφ|ρ|φihφ|
ρmeasured =
.
(7)
Tr(|φihφ|ρ)
Using this we can find the probability of an erroneous
or inconclusive measurement
X
X
Perr =
(hρi i00 + hρi i10 ) +
hρi i01 ,
(8)
ρi ∈a

ρi ∈b

Pinc =

X

hρi i11 ,

(9)

ρi ∈a,b

Noisy gradients are a feature of the work here: as
gradient calculation must be performed on the noisy
quantum device, we expect that the output gradients
will be noisy. We also expect that there will be nonoptimal local minima in our loss landscape, as this
is also a feature of the loss function in the noiseless
case [10]. Finally we also expect that the loss landscape may feature ‘barren plateaus’, as these have
been shown to be a feature of quantum optimisation
problems [23]. This further motivates the choice of a
gradient-based optimiser such as Adam.

where ρi is the input state, and hρi ijk refers to the
probability of obtaining a measurement of |jki from
the circuit.
Discrimination of these states, without the use of a
variational algorithm, has been shown in the laboratory to reach the theoretical best success probability,
Psuc of 0.833 for µa = 0.25, σa = 0.01 [13]. This is a
minimum loss, L = 1 − Psuc = Perr + Pinc , of 0.166.
For the equal probability case, P (|00i) = P (|01i) =
P (|10i) = P (|11i) = 0.25, the success rate is 0.385,
this translates into a loss of 0.635. This gives us lower
and upper expected bounds to compare our results for
the loss to.

We define the function to minimise, the cost function,
as
C = αerr Perr + αinc Pinc ,
(5)
where the positive real numbers αerr , αinc are the cost
parameters used to bias the network towards minimising errors or inconclusive results (Perr , Pinc are
defined below). If for example we require the network
to produce fewer errors, we can do this at the cost
of recording more inconclusive results by increasing
the value of αerr relative to the value of αinc . We
discuss the effect of changing the cost parameters in
Section 3.1.

2.4 Gradient Calculation
Unlike gradient-free optimisers (such as Nelder-Mead
[24]) the Adam optimiser requires the calculation of
∂hCi
parameter derivatives ( ∂θ
). In the previous work
0..n
this was done using the forward differences formula
[10], which requires direct access to the components
of the wavefunction. In a real quantum computer this
is difficult to achieve, and hence here we use a more

The measurement probabilities of a state, ρ, for a
3

2.6 Noise

practical approach. Calculation of the gradients of
quantum parameters has received attention recently
[25, 26, 27] due to the introduction of variational
methods such as the variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) [28]. The gradient of the loss function with
respect to a parameter θi is calculated by the method
outlined in [25], which requires two extra repetitions
of the circuit for each θi :
∂hCi
= hCi+ − hCi− ,
∂θi
±

Noise in quantum computers can be modelled by a
superoperator, E(ρ), which is a completely positive,
trace-preserving map on the state ρ [29]. We can give
the operator-sum representation of E by introducing
the Kraus operators, Ek :
E(ρ) =

X

Ek ρEk† ,

(11)

(10)

k

± π4 ,

and to preserve the trace of ρ, they must obey the
relation
X †
Ek Ek = 1.
(12)

where hCi is calculated by changing θi by
and leaving all other parameters in the circuit constant.

k

For the single-qubit noise channel our operators are
the single qubit Pauli operators, modified by the noise
probability, p, to give the depolarising channel:

2.5 Reduced circuit

r

r 



p 0 1
3p 1 0
, E1 =
,
E0 = 1 −
4 0 1
4 1 0
r 
r 


p 0 −i
p 1 0
,
E3 =
.
E2 =
4 i 0
4 0 −1

For the probability distribution of a determined by
µa = 0.25 and σa = 0.01 the maximum theoretical
success rate (Psuc ) is 0.8333 [13], which was obtained
with the long circuit in Ref. [10]. However, after optimisation of circuit parameters for our larger circuit
in Figure 2a we reach only 0.72, which is significantly
smaller than the theoretical limit. We attribute this
discrepancy to the different implementations of the
optimisation procedure, and to the different calculation of the gradients. To overcome this sub-optimal
result we designed the shorter circuits in Fig. 2b.
The choice of the reduced circuit is motivated by the
consideration that for this task the rotations on the
state qubits have a smaller effect on the measurement
outcomes than rotations on the measurement qubits.
This choice of structure is so that the input states
are entangled with both output qubits, and then the
measurement qubits are rotated. The choice of rotations about the x-axis, followed by the z-axis, and
then again the x-axis allows for the initial state to be
transformed to any other state on the surface of the
Bloch sphere [29]. With this short circuit (Figure 2b)
we obtain a success rate of 0.826, close to optimal
performance. This is the circuit used for the results
presented, except where we explicitly note that the
longer circuit is used.

(13)

For the two qubit noise channel, which is applied after a two-qubit gate, the Kraus operators are tensor
products of the combinations of these operators, i.e.
E0 ⊗E0 , . . . E1 ⊗E2 , . . . E3 ⊗E3 . The probability of the
single qubit noise channel is p1q = 45 p2q . This is the
one-qubit marginal probability of error for the twoqubit gates [31], i.e. the probability of a single qubit
error without condition of an error on the other qubit.
This is a commonly used assumption in the quantum
error correction literature [32], which assumes that
the error process in single and two qubit gates is the
same. In real devices the process can be quite different, but we nevertheless choose this method as it is an
upper limit on the error probability of the single qubit
gate. When quoting the noise level in this paper, we
will always refer to p2q . We set the highest noise level
in our simulations to p2q = 0.1, as this is an upper
limit on two-qubit gate fidelities reported on current
quantum hardware [7, 8, 9].
Note that here we have not considered asymmetric
noise or different quality qubits. However, we believe
that correcting for a systematic bias such as this is
possible for a variational algorithm, as seen in [33].
Furthermore, in actual devices the single qubit noise
probability reported is much lower than 4/5 of the two
qubit gate noise level. For example, the single qubit
gate error rate reported in [9] is 1.4 × 10−3 , whereas
the two qubit gate fidelity is 9.3 × 10−3 , and the ratio
between these is approximately 3/20, at least a factor
of 5 lower. In our simulations the single qubit noise
is set to the higher limit of 4/5, so that we are more
demanding of the algorithm.

We note that as the shorter circuits do not explore
the full Hilbert space of all the qubits, they may not
be necessarily optimal for all discrimination tasks. Investigations into the capability of different variational
quantum circuits have been made in [30]. Here we
present evidence that when used on a noisy device,
the smaller variational circuit converges to better results than the larger circuit. In general a trade-off
needs to be made between this better resilience to
noise and the ability of the circuit to distinguish very
complex states.
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Figure 3: The distribution of Pinc and Perr from 25 repeats of a network biased towards reducing errors, and one with a
balanced cost function, for µa = 0.5, and σa = 0.15. An example undesirable output for a single minimising error run is in
the inset, where no b states are measured correctly, but the network still converges (the x-axis shows the output label and the
colour is the input state). The interquartile range is contained within the box, and the 5th and 95th percentiles are marked
by the whiskers. Outliers of this range are marked by a diamond. The mean is marked with a white square, and the median is
the line across the box.

clusive, and one could in principle switch the inconclusive and b labels to obtain a good discrimination.
However, for the more general case this will not be
possible.

Simulations of the quantum device were performed on
a simulator built using the Tensorflow machine learning package [34], and verified with the Cirq [35] quantum simulation package. In our simulations we set the
initial angles, which are our parameters to be optimised, at random values. The labelled quantum state
is an input to the circuit in Figure 1, that circuit is
ran and the measurement probabilities calculated and
with them the cost. The gradient of the cost with
respect to each parameter is then calculated by the
method described in section 2.4, and the parameters
are updated according to the Adam optimiser to minimise the cost. This routine is repeated until the cost
no longer significantly decreases.

In comparison to the error minimising setting, the
results for the balanced cost function are stable and
generally give both small Perr and Pinc , with some
Perr comparable to the error minimising setting. For
the remaining analysis we therefore use the balanced
cost function (αerr = αincon = 40). We note that
as the noise level is increased, Pinc and Perr progressively tend to larger values. The effect of noise will
be analysed in detail in the next section.
We next investigate the influence of the number of parameters in the quantum circuit on the loss. In Figure 4 we compare the distributions of loss between the
circuit with more trainable parameters in Figure 2a to
the circuit with fewer parameters in Figure 2b. It can
be seen that the reduced circuits consistently perform
better than the long circuits. It is more difficult to
train circuits with a large number of parameters both
without and with noise, as seen in Figure 5. We see
that the higher noise cases always converge to a higher
loss, and that the reduced circuits perform better in
both cases.

3 Results
3.1 Effect of cost function choice and circuit
depth
In Figure 3 we compare the obtained optimised Perr
and Pinc for an error minimising cost function (αerr =
60, αinc = 10) and a balanced cost function (αerr =
40, αinc = 40). The error minimising cost function often results in a practically unusable network, because
while it gives a low probability of error, the probability of inconclusive results is too high, as seen for an
extreme case in the inset of Figure 3. Note that in
this particular case all b states are detected as incon-

Even with very low noise, the output is worse for
larger circuits. This suggests that with more parameters the algorithm struggles to optimise, when the
gradient calculations are performed on the quantum
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Figure 4: The distributions of loss (Perr + Pinc ) at different
noise levels for the two circuits shown in Figure 2. Both have
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40. We observe that reducing the number of parameters is
advantageous at all noise levels.
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Figure 6: The distribution of loss for 25 repeats of training
the network. The cost function is balanced, αerr = αinc =
40, µa = 0.5, and σa = 0.15. At levels of noise present in
current devices, 0.01, the loss value is favourable, an average
of 0.2.
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With increasing noise the average loss increases continuously. In presence of noise there are a few highloss outliers, which we attribute to the optimiser becoming stuck in local minima of the cost function. As
the noise is increased, performance deteriorates, but is
no worse than the random output limit, 0.635. Importantly, at noise levels comparable to current devices,
p2q = 0.01, the algorithm is still performing well, at
an average loss of 0.2.

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

Step

Figure 5: Evolution of the normalised cost functions for
larger and reduced circuits for µa = 0.5 and σa = 0.15, with
noise levels of 0.001 and 0.1. Shown here is the number
of steps taken to converge. Note that the time taken to
complete a single step of the longer circuit is much greater
than for the reduced circuit.

The overlap of the two
√ states to be discriminated between is equal to a/ 2, and increases with µa . States
which overlap more should be harder to discriminate,
which we indeed see in Figure 7. Increasing noise in
the system reduces the difference between higher and
lower values of µa , since the loss approaches the result for a fully random output. At high noise levels
and high µa , some runs are performing even worse
than the random output limit (0.635), but on average
the loss remains well below that value. In general we
conclude that the tolerable levels of noise depend on
the overlap between the states, where small overlap
allows the states to be discriminated even for higher
noise in the quantum computer.

device. Good performance of the short circuit also
in presence of noise can be due to the noisy gradient
regularising the training, thereby optimising performance [11]. Moreover, the Adam optimiser has been
designed to work well with noisy gradients [16].

3.2 Effect of noise

In general a high level of noise always leads to a higher
loss. However, we find that when noise is applied only
during the training of the parameters, the optimised
parameters are rather resilient to this training noise.
To show this in Figure 8 we present the results when
training the device at one noise level, and validating at
another. We see that even with high levels of training

In Figure 6 the noise-less case is compared to resulting optimised loss for increasing noise levels (note that
in this section we always use the reduced circuit). It
can be seen that using this algorithm with zero noise
produces the lowest loss, as one expects intuitively.
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Finally, we investigate the effect of the noise during
training on the actual values of the optimised parameters in the circuit. In Figure 9 we present the distribution of θ10 for different values of noise. The values
of θ are all taken modulo 2π, and at zero validation
noise to remove the effect of validation errors on the
loss. We see that the range of angles converged upon
increases as the noise in the circuit increases. Some
values become stuck at high loss, and there can be
different values for the minimal loss parameters. The
increase in noise seems to change not just the final
loss, but the parameters found that minimise loss. We
cannot rule out the correlation between different parameters as the noise level changes. Combined with
what we see in Figure 8, that good parameters are
still found at higher noise levels, we may conclude
that noise in the circuit can push the optimiser out
of local minima, so that it can find some other local
minima at lower loss.
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Figure 8: Distribution of loss (Perr + Pinc ) against training
noise for a selection of noise levels in the validation circuit.

From the results presented here we see that this algorithm performs well in the presence of noise in the
training and validation steps (Figure 6), and that parameters found on a noisy device work well when validated on a device with low noise (Figure 8). When
calculating parameter gradients on a noisy quantum
device, reducing the number of parameters has a positive effect, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

noise the optimiser converges onto good parameters,
as we find comparably low loss levels when validating
those parameters trained at a high noise level with
low noise in the validation step. Also here we find
that when validating at noise levels seen in current
devices, p2q = 0.01, the average loss does not increase
above 0.25, which would be acceptable to use for state
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4 Conclusion

[4]

We have shown that a QNN can be trained for the task
of state discrimination on a noisy device, with noise
levels found in current NISQ devices. We have also
shown that gradient descent algorithms are viable on
noisy quantum devices, given a good choice of classical algorithm. As discussed in [30], choice of training
circuits in variational quantum algorithms has a large
effect upon success. Here we reduced the number of
parameters by removing rotation gates from the input
states, and indeed show that the low circuit depth and
qubit count of our algorithm is beneficial in the presence of noise. We were able to reduce the circuit size
by using our knowledge of the variational problem.
The smaller circuit size has the extra advantage of
reducing the training time. While we specifically considered the task of quantum state discrimination, the
algorithm presented here can be equally applied to
such problems as verification of general quantum machine learning outputs, and applications in sensing,
imaging and metrology.
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